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ABSTRACT: Reversibly switching topography on micrometer length
scales greatly expands the functionality of stimuli-responsive substrates.
Here we report the first usage of reversible shape memory for the
actuation of two-way transitions between microscopically patterned
substrates, resulting in corresponding modulations of the wetting
properties. Reversible switching of the surface topography is achieved
through partial melting and recrystallization of a semi-crystalline
polyester embossed with microscopic features. This behavior is
monitored with atomic force microscopy (AFM) and contact angle
measurements. We demonstrate that the magnitude of the contact angle variations depends on the embossment pattern.
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Nature has produced a number of surfaces that utilize a
microstructured topography as a part of their function

the lotus leaf is endowed with a multilayered topography that
provides it with superhydrophobicity and thus self-cleaning
capabilities,1 and gecko footpads feature small bristle-like
structures, which aid in adhesion and allow these animals to
scale smooth vertical surfaces quickly.2 There are countless
reports of synthetic surfaces with physical properties influenced
by microstructure topography,3−6 including adhesion, wet-
ting,7,8 optical diffraction, and propulsion effects.9,10 Of
particular interest are dynamic surfaces capable of transitioning
between two or more physically distinct states due to
topographical changes. Liquid crystalline elastomers, lower
critical solution temperature polymers, and photoisomerizing
materials responding to electrical, thermal, optical, and
mechanical stimuli have all been reported for accessing
reversibly switching surfaces.11−15 Shape memory surfaces
have also been reported to switch from one surface topography
to another. Some distinct advantages of the shape memory
process are the ability to program complex shapes,16,17 its
applicability to many length scales (from the nano- to
macroscales),18,19 and its compatibility with well-defined arrays
of topographic features with long-range ordering.5,20 However,
a given transition can only occur once before a reprogramming
event is necessary.21,22 Recently, universal principles for
enabling truly reversible shape memory (RSM) actuation
between distinct shapes in macroscopic semi-crystalline
elastomers have been reported.23,24 We have shown that this
widely applicable behavior results from the interplay between a
crystalline network and a network of chemical crosslinks, each
capable of encoding a distinct shape. In this method,
reversibility is achieved through the controlled, partial melting
of a crystalline sub-network, resulting in partial recovery of the
original shape while maintaining memory of a temporary shape.

By controlling the crosslinking density, we have attained ca.
70% reversibility of the original strain. A distinct advantage to
the RSM process is that it requires no reprogramming steps
between actuation events and can be applied to conventional
semi-crystalline elastomers. Furthermore, the observed behav-
ior is repeatable over multiple actuation cycles without applying
any external force.
Herein, we report the first instance of reversibly changing

macroscopic surface properties via topography switches
modulated by RSM. We utilize the thermosetting copolyester
poly(octylene adipate)-co-poly(octylene diazoadipate)
(POAOD)25 as a representative semicrystalline polymer to
fabricate surfaces capable of RSM behavior, and examine
microscopic reversible changes in substrate topography via
AFM and SEM in addition to changes in macroscopic wetting
behavior. Furthermore, we report that these surface changes are
reversible, and that the magnitude of a RSM surface switch can
be tuned with surface pattern selection.
RSM is a phenomenon derived from the conventional

thermal shape memory (SM) of semicrystalline polymers, and
employs the same two-step programming protocol to prepare
samples for actuation. First, a thermosetting semicrystalline
polymer is cured in a mold, which results in the formation of a
specific shape secured by a dual network of covalent crosslinks
and crystallites. Second, this equilibrium shape is changed by
heating to a temperature above the melting transition of the
crystallites, applying a deformation, and then quenching to a
temperature below the crystallization transition. This results in
a metastable shape, wherein the strained conformation of the
chemical network is held by a percolated scaffold of crystallites
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even after the external force is removed. Figure 1 shows an
oversimplified fabrication scheme using particle replication in
non-wetting templates (PRINT) molds to fabricate substrates
with a range of high fidelity embossed topographies.26 For this
purpose, a solution of poly(octylene adipate)-co-poly(octylene
diazoadipate) with terminal methacrylate groups (Figure 1a) is
crosslinked into a thermoset via radical crosslinking under UV
light inside a mold (Figure 1b) yielding an equilibrium
substrate with well-defined topography. The equilibrium nature
of this topography was ensured by annealing at an elevated
temperature above the melting transition. To produce a
metastable shape, the substrate was heated to T = 70 °C (T
> Tf) and compressed by applying an external pressure of 80
psi. This flattened shape was secured by quenching to T < Tc

and crystallizing under pressure (Figure 1c). The resulting
metastable substrate is primed for either conventional SM or
RSM.
Conventional SM of embossed substrates has been explored

by our group and by others.9,22,24,27 Here, we show that RSM of
surfaces can be applied to a wide array of surface embossment

patterns and enable reversible switching of surface top-
ographies. Because macroscopic surface properties depend on
the surface pattern, three unique topographies were chosen for
extensive investigation: boomerangs, elbows, and cubes. These
topographies were chosen due to their relative ease of
fabrication compared to others. Figure 2 shows SEM images
of equilibrium (Figure 2a−c) and metastable (Figure 2d−f)
substrates after these embossing and compressing steps,
respectively. Conventional SM requires that a sample be heated
to T > Tf (shown schematically in Figure 1b), the temperature
at which all crystallites have melted. But RSM demands partial
melting to T = Ti, an intermediate melting temperature
between the onset and completion of melting.23 At this
intermediate temperature, the crystallites securing the meta-
stable shape begin to melt and destroy percolation of the
crystalline scaffold, permitting the polymer network to relax
towards its thermodynamically preferred configuration. This
process of limited melting results in a partial recovery of the
equilibrium shape. In a semi-molten state, both the remaining
lamellae and the amorphous strands are fairly constrained

Figure 1. (a) Thermosetting copolyester poly(octylene adipate)-co-poly(octylene diazoadipate) (POAOD) has been used for the preparation of
semi-crystalline elastomers with a tunable melting temperature.25 (b) Shape programming process consists of two steps: (i) embossing of a substrate
with equilibrium surface topography and (ii) uniaxial compression at an elevated temperature followed by quenching to a metastable shape. (c) DSC
thermogram of a characteristic sample of POAOD17:83 labeled with Tc = crystallization temperature; Tf = temperature at which all melting is
completed; Tm = melting transition peak, traditionally reported as the melting temperature; Ti = a range indicating intermediate melting
temperatures.

Figure 2. SEM images of surfaces embossed with (a) boomerangs, (b) elbows, and (c) cubes in their equilibrium states, and (d−f) the same surfaces
after programming into their metastable states. Surfaces viewed at a 45° tilt. Scale bars are 10 μm.
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within the polymer network, which ensures recrystallization of
the crystalline scaffold in their previous position. This process
pulls the network back into the same entropically strained state
in which it was previously, resulting in partial restoration of the
metastable shape. The extent of reversibility (fraction of
reversible strain) can be adjusted by controlling the crosslink
density and intermediate melting temperature.23 Furthermore,
the melting transition of a POAOD substrate can be tuned by
varying the copolymer ratio of octylene adipate and octylene
diazoadipate segments.24 Incorporating a higher proportion of
the former monomer increases the size and number of
crystalline regions within the polymer network, and thus shifts
the melting transition towards higher temperatures. The ability

to modulate the melting transition for a given application is an
important advantage of the RSM method.
As such, RSM allows for a programmed substrate to

transition between physically distinct surfaces with repeated
partial melting and recrystallization steps. We utilized AFM to
quantify these surface changes. POAOD17:83 (Tm = 42 °C) was
employed to generate a boomerang substrate primed for RSM.
The boomerang topography was chosen for characterization
because of its relatively low aspect ratio and the large spacing
between features, both of which are favorable for quantitative
analysis of the surface topography by AFM. Initial micrographs
confirm the significant difference in height between the
equilibrium and metastable topographies (Figure 3); in the
given 20 × 20 μm2 window, the features in their equilibrium

Figure 3. AFM images of boomerang substrates in their (a) equilibrium textured and (b) metastable flat topographies. Height scale is in nanometers.
(c) For a given Ti = 45 °C, elongation and compression of boomerang features is shown to be reversible over multiple heating and cooling cycles.

Figure 4. GCAs of the embossed substrates (POAOD10:90, Tm = 53 °C) are reversibly modulated by repeated heating and cooling between T = 25
°C and T = 50 °C. All GCAs are measured at t = 15 s after deposition.
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state are 669 ± 3 nm and the same features in their
programmed metastable state are 88 ± 3 nm in height.
As a metastable boomerang substrate is heated to an

intermediate temperature of Ti = 43°C, partial melting of the
crystalline scaffold permits the polymer network to relax back
towards its equilibrium state, and thus the features increase in
height. Subsequent cooling from Ti results in templated
recrystallization and reversion towards the metastable state,
and the features again decrease in height. Maximizing the
difference between the equilibrium and metastable heights, and
thus maximizing reversibility overall, is a matter of interplay
between the crosslinking network and crystalline scaffold. On
the one hand, enough crystalline lamellae must melt in order to
allow for a significant change toward the equilibrium state; but
on the other hand, a significant fraction of the crystalline
scaffold must also remain in order to enable and guide prompt
return towards the metastable state upon recrystallization.
Therefore, the extent of feature height modulation that is
possible with surface RSM is dependent on the identity of Ti.
The maximum extent of reversibility is observed at Ti = 45 ± 1
°C, which is slightly above the peak of the melting transition Tm
= 42 °C of POAOD17:83 (see Figure S1 in the Supporting
Information). In Figure 3c, we show that the RSM of this
boomerang substrate is repeatable over multiple heating and
cooling cycles to Ti = 45 °C. In previous work, we have found
that recovery of the metastable state declines slightly (∼10%
over the first three cycles), but upon further cycling it remains
consistent.23 Thus, the slight degradation of reversibility in the
third cycle shown here is consistent with previous research in
reversible shape memory.
The ability to modulate surface properties via topography is

useful for a variety of potential applications, including
actuators,28 tissue engineering,29 and microfluidics.30 To
illustrate the tunability of wetting via surface RSM, static
contact angle data utilizing glycerol as the liquid phase are
provided in Figure 4 for each of the topographies
(POAOD10:90, Tm = 53 °C) undergoing RSM cycles. The
elevated temperatures utilized to acquire this data necessitate a
high-boiling liquid for the sessile drop to avoid solvent
evaporation. The high boiling point of glycerol (290 °C) and
its similar surface energy to water make it an ideal substitute for
these contact angle measurements at elevated temperatures.31

Each topography in its programmed metastable state displays
75° < glycerol contact angle (GCA) < 80° at t = 15 seconds
after drop deposition. The similarity in the wetting behavior of
each of these substrates is appropriate considering that each
topography almost completely flattened, as is apparent in
Figure 2d-f. Upon heating to Ti = 50 °C, the elbow substrate
displays a modest wetting change (GCA = 96°) as the
topography decompresses in a partial recovery of the
equilibrium state. The boomerang substrate changes more
significantly (GCA = 102°) upon heating to the same
temperature. Finally, we show that the cubic topography
changes the most significantly upon heating to Ti (GCA =
105°), consistent with the greater inherent roughness of that
topography (see Table S1 in the Supporting Information).
Cooling each topography to T = 20 °C results in 83° < GCA <
88°, representing a return toward the flattened metastable
topography. We conjecture that the differences among the
GCAs at Ti occur because those topographies differ significantly
from each other, whereas after cooling they all return to a more
flattened, compressed topography, which is similar to all of
them. The original GCAs of the programmed metastable state

are not fully recovered upon cooling, indicating that the
flattened topographies as they appear in Figure 2d−f never
reflatten completely; however, the GCA data of each of the two
subsequent heating and cooling cycles show that iterative
transitions towards the metastable and equilibrium states are
repeatable over multiple cycles. These results also demonstrate
the tunability of RSM, as we can produce wetting switches of
different magnitudes simply by varying the embossment
pattern.
We have shown that reversible shape memory, a technique

previously only investigated in macroscale objects, is feasible
and effective for topographic transformations on the microscale.
Using widely accepted soft lithography techniques to pattern a
semi-crystalline elastomer with microscale features provides the
means to access substrates with switchable topographies upon
reversible actuation of the features. We have shown that it is
possible to modulate surface wetting by cycling between
equilibrium and metastable topographies, and that wetting
differences can be modulated with topography. Furthermore,
although the pendant azide groups of the polymer backbone
were not utilized in this work, their inclusion allows for
postfunctionalization of a surface with various alkyne functional
groups, permitting further substrate tunability. Because RSM is
accessible with any semicrystalline polymer with a broad
melting transition, this technique may prove to be broadly
applicable for a number of applications requiring different
materials, and in particular for applications requiring modular
roughness, wetting, or adhesion.
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